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summary

In this thesis I’ve been working with a proposal for an 
outdoor bath complex in the village Sandvik on the north-
west coast of Öland. The research questions asked in the 
beginning of the process were:
- How can an outdoor bath complex (kallbadhus) be formed 
so as to match the needs of the summer tourists as well as 
the permanently living inhabitants of the island and a be well 
functioning institution all year round?
- How can the baths be formed to meet and take care of the 
existing qualities of the site?
- How can I in the working process get grip of and develope 
the sensual, non-visual aspects of the architecture? 

The working process has been a dialogue between the 
inner spaces of the structure and the bigger landscape. The 
sensual experience of specific spaces of the baths and how 
they relate to the landscape has been essential, both from 
the perspective of being inside the structure and from the 
outside.

The baths consist of a group of buildings – some wooden 
and some made of concrete – placed around 60 meters from 
the coast. It’s, as mentioned, directed towards both summer 
tourists and the normal inhabitant of Öland, and it offers 
different kinds of sauna and bathing situations such as dry 
saunas, steam sauna, shower rooms, and various forms of 
outdoor bathing. 



Öland - statistics

Sqkm: 1342
Population: 24 697 (2010) 
Pop. county of  Borgholm: 10 678 (2013)
Pop. Borgholm: 3092 (2005)
Pop. Löttorp (town closest to Sandvik): 455 
Nr of holiday houses on Öland: 11 509 (2012)

The population of Öland is one of  the oldest in Sweden 
(30,6 % over 65 years), and the percentage of youths have 
been shrinking for 10 years.

tourism

Number of people employed in the sector: 855 (2010)
Number of guest nights per person living on Öland: 131, 5 
 (Sweden total: 15, 8) (2010) 
Total number of guest nights on Öland per year: 3,2 milj

In the 1970-, 1980- and 1990s the tourism of Öland was 
dominated by midsummer partying youths and sun bathing 
families. Since then a new tourist strategy has been applied, 
aiming at drawing attention to nature experiences and cul-
ture events. As a part of this process the cultural landscape 
of south Öland was given status as World Heritage in the 
year of 2000. The future tourism of Öland aims to be sus-
tainable, oriented towards nature, culture and geology. 

The dominant part of the tourists visit Öland during a few 
summer months, and spend in general less money than the 
average Swedish tourist, which makes a living exclusively 
out of tourism on Öland troublesome, despite the high num-
ber of visitors.

This I see as an argument for the proposed project, which 
could fit into this new kind of tourist attractions and perhaps 
lengthen the very short but intense tourist season.

Furthermore Öland is among other things famous for its 
specific bird life, being the summer resort of the royal family 
and the region of most sun hours of Sweden. 

sandvik

landscape and geology

The bedrock of Öland is sedimentary, consisting of lime-
stone with deeper layers of slate stone and sandstone. 

Quarring for limesone has been on-going since the middle-
ages on the west coast of the island. The limestone of Öland 
has been exported to all over Europe predominantly as floor-
ing, but has tradionally been used on Öland as a building 
material, partly due to lack of wood. 

The geology and cultural history of the island is today in-
corporated is an old quarry north of Sandvik that has been 
transformed into a geological park and annually hosts sev-
eral shows and out-door concerts.



sandvik - the site

Population: 62 (2010)
Nr of holiday houses: 112 (2010)
Guest harbour: ca10 boats
Trailer camp: 8 vehicles

The village of Sandvik originally appeared around the quarry 
industry, as a port for stone shipping, and still today the lime-
stone industry is active here. Its also a popular place to visit 
because of it’s restaurant, nature and beach.

Why situate the baths in sandvik?

Sandvik is, despite its small size and population, a known 
and often visited place among both by tourist and the in-
habitants of Öland. There is a popular fish restaurant by the 
harbour, an other restaurant housed in an old windmill, and 
a small beach. The north-west coast of Öland is a protected 
area, usually called the Stone Coast (see text to the right), 
and along the coast there is also a popular walking path, 
passing Sandvik and continuing up north. 

This route along the coast has various existing natural and 
historical sights and the plan of the area is to develop it while 
still keep it original qualities. The new baths would fit well 
into this plan as a different way of relating to and valuing the 
unique landscape. 

An outdoor bath complex in Sandvik would add to the al-
ready existing attractions, and also be something that could 
lengthen the tourist season and make Sandvik attractive all 
year around. 

The availability in terms of parking possibilities has also 
been a positive aspect, since many sights on Öland are 
rather hard to reach by car and/or have parking restrictions 
due to the sensitive nature. 

the stone coast 

The north east coast of Öland, also called The Stone Coast, 
is an area of great cultural and biological value with a unique 
landscape.

The area is to a great extent shaped by the traditional indus-
tries such as stone quarrying, fishing and livestock grazing. 
This is visible in the open landscape and the small sheds 
along the coast that were traditionally used in the coastal 
industries and linked to villages on the inland. 

All along the coast there is a small road that can be traced 
back to the middleages which is a popular route for bikers 
and hikers, from spring to fall.

The coast line is protected from changes that would affect 
the overall landscape image or do harm to the nature or the 
cultural heritage.

Along the coast there are several nature reserves with 
higher protection, such as Knisa Mosse, just at the south 
border of Sandvik, where the baths are situated.

A future development of the area is welcome but it shouldn’t 
lower the cultural or historical values of the site. 

Chosing place 

The criterias for choosing the exact place of the baths has 
been availability, visability, nature experience, and openness 
towards a wide range of visitors.

The chosen place is easily available by car, foot or bike. It 
is close to but not intruding into the existing beach. It’s well 
connected to the walking path along the coast and thereby 
offers a direct contact to the coastal landscape and nature, 
while still staying within the borders of Sandvik. 

The shore has a slope of a couple of meters, and the jetty 
meets the ground at the upper part of the land, just a few 
meters from the water, two meter above sea level.

Major pros and cons about the other considered places 
(marked with numbers on the site plan):

# 1. 
+ Dramatic surroundings and great nature experience. 
- Placed in a residental area far from central restaurants and 
main beach. 
- Available only by steep stairs.

# 2. 
+ Possibility of connecting to existing fish shop and restau-
rant. 
+ Good visability from coast. 
- No relation to existing beach. 
- No direct connection to the coastal nature.

# 3. 
+ Good availability. 
- Might reduce the values of the existing beach. 
- No immediate contact with the coastal nature.

# 5. 
+ Great visability from all along the coast. 
-Within protected Natura 2000 area. 
- Bad availability by car.

photos from the Chosen site
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inspirations

tradition of swedish “kallbadhus”

Sweden has a long rural as well as urban tradion of con-
structing buildings for saunas and bathing, though the forms 
has changed over the years. Bathing seems to have been a 
social as well as hygenic activity, in different forms used by 
both the lower and upper classes. 

During the 19th century a new type of baths appeared and 
soon became very popular: “kallbadhus” - an outdoor, usu-
ally wooden, structure normally situated on a distance from 
the coast, often richly ornamented and sometimes with influ-
ences from roman and ottoman baths. The structures were 
usually divide by sex into two sections with walls protecting 
the visitors from gazes both from the other section and from 
land. 

Though the layout varies some essential traits can be found. 
The structure is normally centered around a sundeck sur-
rounded by smaller dressing rooms and typically one or two 
saunas with windows directed towards the sea. You can 
take a swim either in an opening in the sundeck or if the 
structure opens up towards the sea in any direction. 

What I like about these buildings is primarily the direct rela-
tion to the landscape, the water and the sky; expressed 
through the open sundeck and the saunas looking out over 
the water.

roman and ottoman baths

Historically the Roman and Ottoman baths have been a 
great source of inspiration around the world, not least for 
many of the out- and indoor baths of Sweden. 

My starting point when studying these buildings was the 
careful treatment of exactly the spaces I’ve found neglected 
in Swedish baths - entrance, dressing rooms, washing 
rooms and passages between main spaces. 

These baths use water in a radically different way than 
the Swedish kallbadhus; here its used to heat floors, sit-
ting stones, in steam saunas and to clean oneself as in the 
ottoman hammams, while in the kallbadhus the cold water 
of the sea is the main attraction and the structure in itself is 
relatively dry. 

To achieve one such thing in a wooden structure would be 
most inappropriate, but I still found great spatial qualities in 
these spaces that I wanted to investigate further. 

I’ve also been inspired by the arrangement of several kinds 
of baths within the same complex, and the dramaturgu im-
plied here. 

Finally the introvert character and the delicate use of light in 
these baths - originating from the high sun and the typical 
urban setting of the baths - were inspiring. 

My wish was to bring these qualities into my baths, though 
adapt them to the local conditions - let them find a new form 
that fits the site and my requirements. 

site and scale

The historical buildings along the coast are small scale 
sheds, “sjöbodar”, related to the coastal industries: fishing, 
shipping and quarring. The materials used were the ones 
locally found - oak wood and limestone - and the building 
techniques, which have stayed basically the same for more 
than thousand years, were masonry and the wood construc-
tion technique “skiftesverk” - bole houses. 

These sometimes very well preserved small scale build-
ings are characteristic for the coast of Öland and I found it 
interesting to relate my project to them - formally, visually or 
materially.

This brought me to the decision to divide my structure into 
separate smaller volumes, and I also found the building 
techniques and the combination of light and heavy materi-
als inspiring and something I wanted to investigate in my 
project. 

The robust and humble appearance of these buildings and 
the local materials affected by weather and time make them 
a natural part of the landscape. In a similar way I wish my 
project not to compete with the spectacularity of the land-
scape but to be an addition hereto, that plays with and pay 
tribute to its surroundings. 





functions and spaces

From these inspirations and analyses a program was formed 
consisting of a number of different kinds of baths - indoor as 
well as outdoor ones.

The program was partly based on studies of two recently 
built outdoor baths, one in Borgholm, Öland, and the other 
in Bjärred, Skåne, which I have visited. This helped me to 
decide about the appropriate sizes of rooms. 

The program is planned for around 30 visitor, guests of the 
café not included. The proportion of the sundeck allows a 
greater number of visitors at very popular hours.

The program was organized so that the “wet” functions 
(showers, steam sauna and bathing hole), which need to 
be constructed out of water resistant material, was placed in-
side heavy structures made of non-organical materials, while 
the rest of the structure could be a lighter wood construction.

The development of these individual spaces has to large 
extent been model-based. Starting from simple sketches of 
how spaces relate to fundamental concepts such as the hori-
zon, mass and void, if it’s a continuous or a limited space, 
how it opens towards the surroundings, etc.

Cafe, sauna

Dressing rooms, relax room

Sundeck   

Steam sauna  

Outdoor bathing cave

Shower rooms

Sitting stone 

heavY struCtures

liGht struCtures

proCess & ConCept

Plan, Borgholms kallbadhus





program - first draft (adjustments have been made)

Entrance  20 m²  
 
Cafe    20-32 m²

Kitchen, staff  12-24 m²

Relax room  12-20 m² (2 m²/person)

Dressing rooms x 2 12-16 m² x2

Shower rooms  32-64 m² x2 (1,5 m²/person)

Sauna x 2  6-9 m²  (1 m²/person)

Sauna shared  16 m²  (1 m²/person)

Steam sauna  9-12 m²  (1 m²/person)

WC x 3 (1 accessible for wheelchairs) 

Outdoor showers x 2 
 
Outdoor dressing cabin x 2-4  (1 m²/person)

Outdoor bathing hole

Sundeck   > 200 m² (2 m²/person)

organisation of space

The baths are arranged in an almost quadratic way, slightly 
rotated in relation to the south-north axis so as to maximize 
the sunshine in the corner situations. 

You reach the baths by a 60 m long jetty that makes a turn 
just before the entrance in between two buildings. 

The complex is divided in a cafe part in the very south, sepa-
rated from the bathing zone, with a view back towards the 
coast. 

The major part of the baths is a shared area, wherefrom you 
reach the shared facilities such as the big sauna, the steam 
sauna, the bathing cave and the sundeck where you can 
sunbath or take a swim in the sea. 

The two dressing room buildings are reachable from the 
entrance and from the sundeck. Connected to them are two 
concrete buildings containing showers, and behind those the 
corner sundecks with one sauna each. The buildings also 
function as sight barriers, enabling nude sauna and sunbath-
ing on the private decks.

The sundeck is open all year round and has no closed doors 
why it could be a viewpoint and an attraction even at closed 
hours.

In the winter the baths can be rented by groups of people 
who then would use only a minor part: a dressing room 
building (this one with a shower inside), a sauna with an at-
tatched relax room, and possibly the steam sauna. 
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SAuNA 
COMMON

SAuNA 
MEN
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organisation of functions - 1st sketch
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Winter usage open spaces

SuNDECK, MEN/WOMEN SEPARATED

CAFé

ENTRANCE BOARD WALK

SuNDECK, SHARED
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1. Staff and café pentry

2. Dressing rooms

3. Shower rooms

4. Sauna, excl for men or women

5. Relax room 

6. Sauna, shared

7. Bathing cave

8. Steam sauna

9. Place for lift

10. Dressing spaces 

11. Entrance desk

12. Café desk
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Construction

Materially the wooden structures are constructed out of 
untreated oak wood, on oak piles, with a construction 
technique reminiscent of the bole houses on Öland. For the 
massive structures rammed concrete is used, which is an 
unreinforced less fluid concrete that is cast in layers, giv-
ing a linear effect and rough surface. The lower section in 
cast in waterproof concrete and the floor and roof slabs in 
reinforced concrete.

The interior walls of the concrete buildings is clad with 
smooth cement panels. In these structures there is floor and 
wall heating and for the ground as well as for the top and 
bottom of the wall openings local limestone is used, though 
treated as not to be slippery. 

The tilted roofs of the wooden buildings are clad with wood-
en shakes, and the rainwater from all the buildings are led to 
certain points, falling down into the sea through openings in 
the sundeck.

For the sundeck pine heartwood is used. The buildings are 
drilled onto the solid stone bedrock on which they are rest-
ing.

Concrete wall section

Rammed concrete 320 mm
Insulation 200 mm
Screed with wall heating 55 mm
Vapor barrier
Board, non-organic, suitable for wetrooms, 10 mm
Cement panels, light grey  (600x600) 15 mm

Total: 600 mm

elevation/section 1:50
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